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ATTORNEYS

March ll, 1983

Mr. D. G. Eisenhut, Director
Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-76
Diablo Canyon Unit 1
Phase II Status Report

Dear Mr. Eisenhut:

In accordance with the 3-step licensing schedule attached to our
letter of March 2, 1983, enclosed is the Phase II Status Report required for
Step 1, restoration of the license for fuel loading.

Very truly yours,

Enclosure

CC Mr. R. H. Engelken
Dr. W. E. Cooper
Service List
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SUMMARY

On December 8, 1982, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission approved a three-step

process for licensing the Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Unit 1, with sequential

authorizations for fuel loading and cold system testing (Step 1), initial

criticality and testing up to 5'/ power (Step 2) and full power operation

(Step 3). Step 1 of that process requires completion of sufficient

verification activities in the Phase II Independent Design Verification

Program (IDVP), as mandated by Commission Order CLI-81-30, to provide

reasonable assurance that no major deficiencies remain undetected in the

design of the plant. The purpose of this status report is to summarize the

progress of Phase II activities and the status of actions for resolution of

any identified issues. This status report, together with other reports from

the Diablo Canyon Project, are submitted for Step 1 to provide reasonable

assurance that, prior to fuel loading, verification activities are

sufficiently complete to demonstr ate that no major deficiencies remain

undetected. In addition these reports will provide reasonable assurance that

the public health and safety will be adequately protected for fuel loading

activities.

The IDVP verification activities on Phase II associated with the review of an

initial sample of safety-related systems are,essential'1y complete. The
1

reviews were performed to determine compliance with licensing commitments and

applicable requirements, and include considerations of design chain and

interfaces between PGandE and its service related contractors. Features of

design identified in the selected sample for detailed review are consistent

with the scope of work identified in the IDVP Phase II Program Management Plan.

0041L/0077P/1





The extensive IDVP review has resulted in a relatively small number of issues

in need of resolution. All of the IDVP issues have been addressed by the

Diablo Canyon Project, many have been closed, and all are in the process of

closure. t1ost have not resulted in the need for modifications, and those

modifications that have been identified are minor in nature.

To date, the IDYP has identified five areas where additional Phase II

verification work is required. The Project has evaluated these issues and

developed actions for their resolution, and is currently providing information

to the IDVP so that the review can be completed. The Construction guality

Assurance review, which was voluntar ily under taken by PGandE and performed by

the IDVP as an adjunct to the Phase II effort, has yie'Ided results which

strongly support PG8E's confidence in the quality of its construction

program. Further, during the course of the Project s own internal activities

related to the Phase II effort, only four items of concern have been

identified. Each of these have been thoroughly investigated and resolutions

have been deve'loped by the Project.

Based upon the extensive review and verification effort to date by the IDVP

and the Project, the totality of the number of items reviewed, the relatively

few errors and discrepancies found, and the lack of safety significance of

these items, the Project believes with a high degree of confidence that

completion of the IDYP's Phase II efforts will not produce additional findings

which could result in a major dificiency.

004 1L/0077P/2
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

l. 1 BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

On November 19, 1981, the Commission issued NRC Order CLI-81-30, suspending

Operating License No. DPR-76, which authorized PGandE to load fuel and test

Diablo Canyon Unit 1 at power levels of up to 5K of r ated power. On the same

date, the NRC Staff (H.R. Denton) sent a letter to PGandE (t1.H. Furbush)

requesting additional information for NRC review and consideration prior to

issuance of an operating license authorizing operation of Diablo Canyon Unit 1

above 5Ã power. The program to restore the license is referred to as Phase I,
and the program to provide the information requested in the November 19 letter

for operation above 5X power is referred to as Phase II. Consistent with

Phase I objectives, the objectives of Phase II are to verify the adequacy of

the Diablo Canyon Unit 1 design and its compliance siith the license

'pplication.

On June 18, 1982, Teledyne Engineering Services, as the Independent Design

Verification Program (IDVP) Manager, submitted the Phase II Program lfanagement

Plan to the NRC for information and comment. The h1anagement Plan is

responsive to the NRC letter of November 19, 1981, and to subsequent

interpretations developed during Phase I of the IDVP. The Phase II Program

consists of three distinct elements: (1) an independent design ver ification

of nonseismic safety-related work per formed by service contractors prior to

June 1978; (2) an independent design verification of PGandE internal

safety-related design activities; and (3) an independent design verification

0047L/0077P/3
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of safety-reIated work by service contractors performing work after January 2,

1978. On December 8, 1982, the Commissioners approved the Phase II Program

Management PIan as modified by the Staff concIusions in EncIosure 11 of the

Staff Phase II recommendations to the Commissioners, SECY 82-414, dated

October 13, 1982.

As an adjunct to the IDVP's Phase II Program, a construction quaIity assurance

(CgA) review was voIuntariIy undertaken by PGandE to verify documentary

evidence of adherence to approved procedures and specifications, as we11 as

physica1 evidence of conformance with design intent. The purpose of this

program is to confirm the adequacy of the construction of DiabIo Canyon, and

further demonstrate PGandE management's ongoing attention to quaIity

assurance. The CgA review work was conducted on an independent basis by the

IDVP, and a11 open items from this effort have been resoIved.

On December 3, 1982, PGandE (P.A. Crane, Jr.) sent a Ietter to the NRC (D.G.

Eisenhut) requesting that a three-step Iicensing approach be approved and

estabIished by the Staff to restore the authority granted under FaciIity

Licence No. DPR-76 for the DiabIo Canyon Power PIant. The request asks

initia11y for reinstatement of the operating Iicense with authorization

Iimited to fueI Ioading and coId system testing (step I). Upon compIetion of

coId system testing, initiaI cr iticaIity and Iow power testing up to 5X of

rated power wouId be authorized (step 2). The finaI step in the process wouId

consist of the issuance of a fu11 power Iicense (step 3). This Iicensing

process is a refinement of the approach described by the Staff in SECY

82;414. The Commission approved the three-step Iicensing approach on December

8, 1982.

0041L/0077P/4
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As outlined in the December 3, 1982 letter to the NRC, the requirements for

step 1 of the three-step licensing process include Diablo Canyon Project (DCP

or Project) submittal of this Phase II Status Report. The purpose of this

status report, together with other reports from the DCP and IDVP concerning

both Phase I and Phase II, is to satisfy the step 1 licensing requirement to

provide reasonable assurance that, prior to fuel loading, verification

activities are sufficiently complete to demonstrate that no major deficiencies

remain undetected, and that the public health and safety will be protected

during fuel loading activities. The Project will issue a Phase II Final

Report as a requirement for a full power license (step 3). The IDYP will

issue separate Phase II status reports for steps 1 and 2, and a Phase II Final

Report for step 3.

In l1arch and April, 1982 the IDVP conducted several meetings to determine the

scope and plan for the Phase II Program. In Hay, 1982, the IDVP commenced the

Phase II review effort in anticipation of the approval of the Phase II Program

Nanagement Plan. The first step of the IDVP Phase II effort was to sample a

wide range of topics, including pipe break analysis, system and component

design, electrical design, separation for fire protection, and quality

assurance. The systems selected by the IDYP as the initial sample for review

were the auxiliary feedwater system, the control room ventilation and

pressurization system, and the safety-related portions of the 4160 volt

electrical system. This work was completed in October 1982, and the results

were issued in the form of Error or Open Item Reports (EOIs, as defined in

Section 1.2.2. 1 of this report).

1-3
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Based on these initial findings, the IDVP prepared and issued, starting in

early December, 1982, a number of Interim Technical Reports (ITRs). These

initial ITRs were issued prior to receiving DCP responses to most of the

issues which the ITRs addressed and, therefore, were based on incomplete

information. Since recent information from the DCP was still to be provided,

material pr esented in these ITRs should have been characterized as items which

were still to be resolved rather than as conclusions. Technical meetings were

held with the IDVP in January and February 1983 to discuss the DCP responses

to the various EOIs and potential additional verification requir ements. As a

result of these meetings, the IDVP agreed to reissue the ITRs to reflect the

input from the DCP. In addition, it was concluded that additional

verification effort was required in several areas.

Re'lative to the broad scope of the IDVP review, the number of EOIs issued was

small. The DCP has responded to all of the EOIs, and some of the responses

were supplemented as a result of additional IDVP questions. A number of the

EOIs have been closed, and the remainder are in the process of closure.

The additional verification work identified in technical meetings between the

IDVP and the DCP will be addressed by the DCP, as discussed in Section 3.0.

When all the DCP responses to the EOIs are complete, a determination will be

made by the IDVP as to the need for any further verification beyond the five

areas already identified. It is anticipated that this determination will be

made by the end of t1arch 1983. Based on the DCP review to date, PGandE

believes that no further verification will be required.

0041L/0077P/6
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Concurrent with the IDVP's effort, the Diablo Canyon Project has been

performing reviews to support the IDVP. In addition to its normal project

support activities and the functions relating to Phase I, the DCP has been

assembling records and file information and responding to findings, questions,

and concerns raised by the IDVP as well as the Project. Concerns raised by

the DCP have been reported as shown in Table 5.1.

1-5
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1.2 PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS AND TERMINOLOGY

1.2.1 PHASE II ORGANIZATIONS

The participants in the Phase II Program are identified below and the scope of

their work is briefly described. More detailed information regarding these

activities is presented in the IDVP Phase II Program Management Plan.

1.2. l. 1 Teledyne En ineerin Service (TES) - Pro ram Mana er

As Program Manager for the IDVP, TES'esponsibility is to assure that the

IDVP completes the Phase II Program in a technically competent, independent,

and timely manner that is responsive to NRC requirements. Implementation of

Phase II tasks will be achieved by the program participants, with continual

review by TES in order to accept and approve the recommendations by the

participants. V

1.2.1.2 Stone and Webster En ineerin Cor oration (SWEC) - Safet S stems and
na ses Reviewer

The SWEC scope includes the selection of representative samples of

safety-related system designs and analyses performed by PGandE and service

r elated contractors; the development of the design chain for the sample

activities; a review for design adequacy of the selected sample systems;

verification that the design satisfies licensing commitments; and performance

of representative

1-6
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ca'Iculations for the purpose of design process verification. The verification

program reviews the safety-related system design requirements and analysis,

including the electrica I and control design aspects. Equipment environmental

qualification is also reviewed. The systems selected for the initial sample

are the auxiliary feedwater system, the control room ventilation and

pressurization system, and the safety-related onsite 4160Y power supply system.

1.2.1.3 Robert L. Cloud Associates (RLCA) - Seismic, Mechanical, and
Structura Reviewer

The RLCA scope includes the seismic, structural, and mechanical aspects of

sample piping, pipe supports, components, and component supports included in

the representative samples selected by SWEC. The DCP has included all seismic

review in Phase I, whereas the IDVP has included review with regard to the

Hosgri event in Phase I and the design earthquake (DE) and double design

earthquake (DDE) review in Phase II. Thus, as RLCA identified findings in

their Phase II review effort, the DCP included them as part of its Phase I

work.

1.2.1.4 Reed Herbert Gibbons Associates (RFR; formerl R.F. Reed ,
Incor orate - A an Des> n ontro ractsces Reviewer

I l

The RFR scope includes the audit and review of the programmatic implementation

of quality assurance programs and practices applied by PGandE and its

contractors to the design of repr esentative samples including those selected

by SWEC. For several of the contractors, a review was performed of the design

control practices.

1-7
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In addition, for all other safety-related structures, systems, and components

designed by service-related contractors prior to June 'l978, the RFR scope

included the development of the design chain and the performance of a quality

assurance audit and review of each nonseismic service contractor, including
j

its interfaces with PGandE.

1.2. 1.5 Diablo Can on Pro ect (DCP)

The DCP, under the joint management of PGandE and the Bechtel Power

Corporation, is performing all resolution and completion activities associated

with issues raised by the IDVP. In performing these activities, the DCP has

identified other issues which are described in Section 5.0 of this report. In

addition, the Project has been performing the design and reanalysis activities

for the five additional verification areas described in Section 4.0.

1-8
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1.2.2 PROGRAt1 TERMINOLOGY

1.2.2.1 Error or 0 en Item Re ort

When an issue is identified by IDVP, a file is created for the purpose of

identifying the finding and describing the significance of the concern. The

file is called an Error or Open Item report (EOI).

1.2.2.2 ~OI 2

An Open Item Report (OIR) is issued for the purpose of reporting an issue

related to a gA or design control deficiency, a failure to meet the

verification criteria, or an apparent inconsistency identified in the

performance of the work. Upon further clarification, the open item described

in the EOI is recategorized as either an error, a deviation, or a closed

item. As DCP responds to the error or deviation, it may be recategorized to

reflect the latest information.

'I.2.2.3 0 en Item with Future Action b PGandE

An open item with future action by PGandE (OIP) is an item identified by the

IDVP which has been transfered to PGandE and requires PGandE action to resolve.

1-9
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1.2.2.4 Deviation

A Deviation (DEV) is a category indicating a departure fr om standard

procedures in analysis, design, or construction. Ho physical modifications

are required, but if any are made they are subject to verification by the IDYP.

1.2.2.5 Potential Pro ram Resolution Re ort

A Potential Program Resolution Report (PPRR) is used only for communication

within the IDYP, and is established as a subcontractor's classification. Upon

review by TES, final classification of the item occurs.

1.2.2.6 Pro ram Resolution Re ort

A Program Resolution Report (PRR) indicates whether the resolution is a closed

item, a deviation, or that responsibility for an open item has been

transferred to the DCP. Further IDVP action is required upon completion of

the DCP action if the IDVP transfers an open item to the DCP or if physical

modifications are made by the DCP with respect to a deviation.

1.2.2.7 Error

An error is an open item category indicating an incorrect result that has been

verified as such. It may be due to a mathematical mistake, use of incorrect

1-10
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analytical methods, omission of data, or use of inapplicable data. Each error

is classified as one of the following'.

(I) Class A - An error is considered class A (ER/A) if design criteria

or operating limits of safety-related equipment are exceeded as a

result of the error, and physical modifications or changes in

operating procedures are required. Any DCP corrective action is

subject to verification by the IDVP.

(2) Class B - An error is considered class B (ER/B) if design criteria

or operating limits of safety-related equipment are exceeded, but

are resolvable by means of more realistic calculations or

retesting. Any DCP corrective action is subject to verification by

the IDVP.

(3) Class C - An error is considered class C (ER/C) if incorrect

engineering or installation of safety-related equipment is found,

but no design cr iteria or operating limits are exceeded. No

physical modifications are required, but if any are made, they are

subject to verification by the IDYP.

(4) Class D - An error is considered class D (ER/D)if safety-related

equipment is not affected. No physical modifications are required,

but if any are made, they are subject to verification by the IDYP.

0041L/0077P/13
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An Error Report (ER) is used to indicate the error class as defined in Section

1.2.2.7. Further IDVP action is required for class A and class B errors;

further action may be required for class C and class D errors if physical

modifications are made by the DCP.

1.2.2.9 Closed Item

A closed item (CLOSED or CI) is a category indicating that the reported issue

is neither an error nor a deviation. No further DCP or IDVP action is

required.

1.2.2.10 Interim Technical Re orts

Interim Technical Reports (ITRs) are prepared by the IDVP when a program

participant has completed an aspect of their assigned effort in order to

provide the completed analysis and conclusions. An ITR may be in support of

an error, an open item, or a program resolution report; in support of a

portion of the work which verifies acceptability; or in support of other IDVP

action. Such a report is a conclusion of the program, and is subject to the

r eview and approval of the IDVP Program llanager who transmits it
simultaneously to the DCP and to the NRC.

1-12
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1.3 SCOPE OF REPORT

This Phase II Status Report addresses al'1 of the EOIs issued by the IDVP as a

result of the SWEC design review and the RFR review of selected aspects of

plant quality assurance, and discusses the work of the DCP in response to

those EOIs. The results of the RLCA work related to the SWEC Phase II sample

in the area of piping and pipe supports, equipment and equipment supports, and

pipe rupture restraints, are included in the DCP's Phase I Program and wi'll be

included in the DCP Phase I Final Report. This work is primarily associated

with the seismic/structural aspects of systems design and is, therefore, more

closely related to the Phase I effort.

The reporting of Phase II IDVP results is similar to Phase I in that ITRs are

issued by the IDVP when conclusions are reached by the IDVP. ITRs may also

contain references, sample definitions and descriptions, methodology, a

listing.of EOIs, and an examination of trends and concerns. The elements of

the IDVP program are defined in the IDVP Phase II Program l1anagement Plan.

Section 2.0 of this report characterizes the findings of the Phase II design

verification efforts and discusses their significance to plant safety.

Section 3.0 of this report summarizes the Phase II EOIs and describes the

status of each EOI in terms of the DCP response and/or action towards

resolution.

1-13
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Section 4.0 describes the additional verification work performed and

summarizes the resu'Its of this work to date.

Section 5.0 discusses the findings of the DCP internal activities related to

Phase II and describes the status of their resoltion.

Section 6.0 describes the schedule for completion of the Phase II work, and

how it relates to the DCP three-step licensing program.

The status of the construction quality assurance program that was voluntar ily
initiated by PGandE and conducted by the IDVP as an adjunct to the Phase II

activties is discussed in Appendix A of this report.

1-14
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2.0 PHASE II FINDINGS

For Phase II, the IDVP is performing a comprehensive review of the design for

three selected systems, a review of certain analytical aspects of the design,

and a review of selected aspects of the plant quality assurance program. To

date, the IDVP has expended more than 60,000 person hours in this review

effort. Approximately 11,000 drawings have been transmitted to the IDVP, along

with 2,500 documents totaling 300,000 individual sheets of design

information. It is estimated that more than 40,000 items of systems,

criteria, design, input data, and analyses have been reviewed and evaluated by

the IDVP.

The Phase II reviews by IDVP were performed to determine compliance with

licensing commitments and applicable requirements. Design and licensing

documents, including the FSAR and other licensing submittals, were reviewed to

identify such commitments. The review included c'onsiderations of the'esign

chain and interfaces between PGandE and its service re'1ated contractors.

Areas of design identified for detailed review are consistent with the Phase

II scope of work identified in the IDVP Phase II Program Hanagement Plan.

Specifically, the fo'llowing reviews of systems and equipment design were

included and the results of these reviews have been documented in appropriate

repor ts from the IDVP:

2-1
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1. The auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) design.

2. The AFWS electrical design.

3. The AFWS Instrumentation and control design.

4. The control room ventilation and pressurization system (CRYPS)

design.

5. The CRVPS electrical design.

6. The CRVPS Instrumentation and control design.

7. The 4160 volt safety-related electrical distribution system design.

8. Effects of high energy line cracks and internally generated missile

review outside containment, for the AFWS and the CRVPS.

9. Effects of high ener gy line cracks and main steam line breaks for

the AFWS and the CRVPS.

10. Fire Protection for the AFWS, the CRVPS and the safety-related

portions of the 4160 volt electric system.

11. Ca'lculations of the post-LOCA radiation environments used for

safety-related equipment qualification outside containment, for the

AFWS and the CRVPS.

0041L/0077P/18
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This extensive Phase II review by the IDVP has resulted in the issuance of

only 70 EOIs, 64 of which were identified by SWEC and 6 by RFR. The DCP has

reviewed and responded to all of these EOIs. To date, 38 of the EOIs have

been closed by the IDVP. Technical resoltuion with SWEC have been reached on

an additional 24 EOIs, with closure for 13 of these EOIs pending TES

concurrence, and 11 requiring IDVP field verification. The IDVP is reviewing

the remaining eight EOIs, and technical resolution is expected shortly.

Subject to completion of review and ultimate classification by the IDVP, the

EOIs can currently be grouped into four categories, as discussed in Section

3.0. Category 1 contains 44 EOIs, all of which can be resolved by providing

additional information, or by providing clarification or explanation of

criteria or design bases. The DCP believes that each of these EOIs should

result in a closed item or a deviation with no finding of error.

Sixteen of the EOIs fall into Category 2 which involves inconsistencies in the

licensing documents, conflicts between earlier commitments and later NRC

requirements, or design considerations that can be resolved by reanalysis.

These issues will be resolved by documenting FSAR changes and clarifications

in accordance with approved Project procedures and NRC requirements, or by

reanalysis to verify documentation.

2-3
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Category 3 contains two EOIs which result in minor plant modifications for

resolution.

Category 4 contains eight EOI's that have been identified as requiring

additional verification. EOIs in this category can be grouped into five

narrowly defined areas as set forth in Section 4.0.

As a result of DCP s activities, four open items have been identified as

indicated in Table 5.1. Each of the open items has been investigated

thoroughly and resolutions have been identified.

It is the Project's judgement, based on all the reviews and information

available to date, that none of the IDVP's Phase II EOIs, and none of the

Phase II findings of the DCP, represent a major deficiency. The term "major

deficiency" denotes a condition which could result in a loss of safety

function to the extent that there is a substantial reduction in the degree of

protection provided to public health and safety. This interpretation provides

a standard roughly equivalent to the 10 CFR 21.3(k) definition of a

"substantial safety hazard."

Thus, based on the extensive effort by the IDVP, the totality of the number of

items reviewed, the relatively few errors and discrepencies found, and the

lack of safety significance of these items, the Project believes with a high

degree of confidence that completion of the IDVP's Phase II efforts will not

produce additional findings which could result in a major deficiency.
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3 .0 SUHHARY DESCRIPTION AND STATUS OF EOIs

Table 3. 1 provides the current status of all EOIs generated by the IDVP in

Phase II. The table provides a description of each EOI, its c1assification by

IDVP, and a description of the DCP status. The abbreviations used for EOI

classification are defined in Section 1.2.2. A few of the IDVP error

classifications listed in Table 3.1 are the initial classification and are

still subject to reclassification. The DCP Status/Position column on Table

3.1 indicates when the DCP classification differs from the IDVP classification

of an item.

In addition, the DCP has grouped the EOIs in accordance with the following

categories:

( 1) EOIs in this category 'have been resolved by providing additional

information, or by providing clar ification or explanation of

criteria or design bases. The DCP believes that no errors are

involved for EOI's in this category.

(2) EOIs in this category are generally due to inconsistencies in

licensing documentation. Resolution requires DCP to correct

documentation, or perform analyses or evaluations to verify

documentation.

(3) EOIs in this categor y require minor plant modifications.

(4) EOIs in this category require additional verification.

0041L/0077P/21
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The EOIs fa11ing into each cagegory, as presented in Tab'le 3.1 are as fo11ows:

(2) (2) (4)

7001*
7003*
7004*
7005*
7006*
8002*
8003*
8004*
8005*
8006*
8007*
8008*
8013
8015*
8016
8019*
8020
8021
8022
8027*
8033*
8034*
8036*
8037*
8038*
8039*
8040*
8041
8042*
8043*
8044
8045*
8046
8047
8048*
8050
8052*
8053*
8054
8056*
8058*
8061
8063
8064

8011*
8014
8018*
8023
8024
8025
8026
8028*
8029*
8030*
8031*
8049*
8051*
8055
8059
8060

8032
8035

7002
8001
8009
8010
8012
8017
8057
8062

* - EOI is c1osed

3-2
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TABLE 3.1

STATUS OF PHASE II IDVP EOIs
(HARCH 11, 1983)

EOI
KU%ER TITLE SUHNARY DESCRIPTION

IDVP STATUS
(CLASSIFICATION) DCP STATUS/POSITION

DCP

CATEGORT

7001 GEZR I(A Audit and Review
Report - HVAC System

7002 PGandE i)A Audit and Review
Report - Contai~nt
Components

No evidence was available that an, inde-
pendent review of the auxiliary and
fuel handling building HVAC pressure
drop calculations (perforr»d by GEZR)
had been perforr»d.

No evidence could-be found that the
effects of jet impingea»nt on compon-
ents inside containment were consid-
ered.

Completed
(C 1 osed I tern)

ER/AB

Comp1eted.
Adequate review of calculations
in question was performed.
Evidence was provided to IDVP.

Project performing full scope
walkdown and analysis for jet
impingement inside containment

(4)

7003 PGandE i(A Audit and Review
Report - Containment
Isolation System

PGandE did not in all instances
resolve the open items identified by
FDS in accordance with their review
of the containment isolation system.

Completed - Design Review coam»nts were
(Closed Item) resolved inter'nally with sufficient

rev iew.

7004 guadrex i)A Audit and Review
Report - Thermal Hydrau'lic
Analysis

70US i)uadrex i)A Audit and Review
Report - Equipment Outside
Contai~~nt Environmental
i(ua 1 ificat ion

7006 PGandE/RRA <A Audit and
Review Report - Radiation
Dosage Analyses

The validity of door positions (i.e.,
open or closed) in the pressure,
temperature, and flooding analyses
was not known, and certain
penetrations were assumed to be open,
whereas design changes to the plant
may have sealed some of these
penetrations.

An environmental analysis on all
compartments which contained safety-
related equipment was not performed.

Dosage calculations performed by
RRA prior to I I/30/Bl and subject
to SPEC verification have been
revised.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Comp 1eted
(C losed I tern)

Comp le ted
(Closed Item)

The effect of the position of doors
on P/T analysis is being considered
in response to EOI 8001. Flooding
effects will be checked separate'iy
by the DCP.

Project redoing P/T analysis outside (1)
containment in response to EOI 8001.
This analysis will address concern
raised by this EOI.

No issues were found during review
of original calculations or the
process which was used for imple-
menting dosage analyses.
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TABLE 3. 1 (Continued)

EOI
NU%ER . T ITLE SU%ART OESCRIPTIOH

IDYP STATUS
(CLASS IFI CATION) DCP STATUS/POSITION

DCP

CATEGORY

High Energy Line Break Inappropriate application by HSC of
Analysis Outside Containment the computer program COHTEIP for calcul-

ation of environmental conditions out-

sidee

containrent.

ER/AB Project redoing pressure/temperature (4)
analyses outside containment.

8002 NSC Hass/Energy Release
Calculation

A nonconservative method was used by
NSC for calculating mass and energy
release data for determination of
environments outside containment for
equipment qualification.

Completed - The DCP believes that additional
(Closed Item) break sizes are not required by

DCP licensing coamitment.
Combined with 8001.

8003 NSC Values for Blowdem
Enthalpy

The value of the enthalpy used by HSC Completed
for calculating the temperature environ- (ER/C)
ment in the turbine building is too
low.

The DCP believes that the effect
of nonconservative enthalpy is
not significant, and that this
issue should not be classy
as an error.

8004 NSC Initial Temperatures

8005 Assumptions for Flooding
Ana lysis

The maximum initial temperatures used by
NSC for calculating temperature environ-
ment in areas GE, GM. and turbine build-
ing were lower than the ones specified
in Chapter 9 of the FSAR.

The flooding heights for safety related
equipment may be affected by the water
inventory as calculated by NSC.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(C losed I tern)

The DCP believes that higher
inikial temperature are not re-
quired by DCP licensing coaaitment.
Cabined with 8001.

The DCP believes that the results
of flood analysis are still con--
servative, even considering non-
conservative assumptions for steam
generator water inventory.

8006 ,NSC P/T Analysis Input Data The documentation necessary to verify
analysis methods and inputs, such as
vent area in the turbine building,
could not be provided.

Completed
(C 1osed I tern)

Combined with 8001.
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TABLE 3. 1 (Continued)

EDI
NNSER ' TITLE SUOIARV DESCRIPTION

IDVP STATUS
(CLASS IFICAT

ION�

) DCP STATUS/POSITION
DCP

CATEGORY

8U07 P ipe Restraint Design

8008 Pipe Restraint Design

Concern over potential damage to CRVP

electrical conduit K6844 resul ting
from the pipe whip effects of a
ostulated circumferential break on
ain Steam Line No. 3.

Concern over potential damage to CRVP

electrical conduit K6844 resulting
from the pipe whip effects of a
postulated circumferential break on
Hain Steam Line No. 4.

Completed - Pipe whip in relief header does
(Closed Item) not occur due to insufficient

energy.

Completed - Pipe whip in relief header does
(Closed Item) not occur due to insufficibnt

energy.

8009 AFMS Discharge Piping
Design Pressure

Under certain operating conditions
the discharge piping from the turbine
driven AFM puce may be subjected to
pressures in excess of code allowables.

ER/A Proposed modification sent to IDYP.
System design pressures will be
reviewed for all operating modes.
System modif ICations will be made.
IDYP concurs with DCP proposed modi-
fications; closure pending field
verification.

'4)
8010 AFMS Design Pressure Under certain unique conditions, the AFM ER/A

turbine bearing cooling water system
and AFM Pump 1-1 are subjected to
pressures in excess of code a llowables
and the bearing coolers'esign pres-
sure rating.

Proposed modification sent to IDYP.
The AFM pump recirculation system
and the AFM turbine bearing and
governor cooling will be modified
such that they cannot be exposed
to pressures in excess of design
due to normal system operation or
inadvertent valve operation.
IDYP concurs with DCP proposed modi-
fications; closure pending field
ver ification.

(4)

8011 Cab le Env iro~nta I
gualif ication

A cable type other than that identi-
fied in the FSAR as environmentally
qualified was used in some circuits.

Coey1eted
(Deviation)

The cab'le types identified are
properly qua 1 ified. Vendor cable
environmental qua 1 ification reports
have been provided.
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TABLE 3. 1 (Continued)

EOI
NOSER TITLE SUGARY DESCRIPTION

IDVP STATUS
(CLASSIFICATION) DCP STATUS/POSITION

DCP
CATEGORY

801Z Power Supplies to CRYP

EquipMent
Concern for lack of redundancy to
provide adequate cooling and pres-
surization for the control room
prior to operation and/or licensing
of Unit 2.

PER/A Proposed modifications sent to IDYP. (4)
Hodifications to CRVP system being
made to provide for proper operation
of CRYP independent of Unit 2 power
supply ava I lab i 1 ity.
SMEC concurs with DCP proposed modifi-
cation, closure pending field verifi-
cation.

8813 Emergency Diesel Generator
Capability

Test data are not available to verify
the capability of the diesel generators
to start and accelerate the automati-
cally sequenced motor loads concurrent
with prior running motors assoicated
with Diablo Canyon Unit 1 safety
systems.

PRR/DEY The DCP believes that the diesel
generator set has been satisfac-
torily tested to load conditions
which exceed any worst case loading
conditions which can be reasonably
ostulated.
MEC concurs Qith DCP resolution;

closure pending TES concurrence.

8014 AFMS Control Valve Protection Comitted protection against moderate
Against HELD energy line break may not have been

provided for certain AFMS valves. A
concern with barr ier installation
details was also noted.

PER/C The shields are not required for
this EOI concern, and licensing
consaitments will be revised
accordingly.
Unattached rod hangers have been
reattached.
SMEC concurs with DCP resolution;
closure pending field verification.

(2)

8015 AFMS F low Heasuresant

BU l6 Power Supplies to CRVP

Equipment

Technical specification and in-service
testing of the AFM Pumps may not
provide evidence that the pumps can
supply the required flow to the stea~
generator or demonstrate that adequate
recirculation flow exists.

Concern for lack of redundancy to
provide adequate cooling and pres-
surization for the control room with
both Units I and 2 available.

Completed
(Closed Item)

PER/8

The DCP believes testing of
AFM pumps is adequate and meets
licensing commitments.
Startup tests indicate flow
requirements met.
Operational tests are in accordance
with NRC approved DCP technical
specif ications.

Plant operating procedures will be
modified before operation of Unit Z.
The DCP believes that this issue
s ou no e c ass e as an
error.
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TABLE 3.1 (Continued)

EOI
NUISER TITLE SUItiARV DESCRIPTION

IDVP STATUS
(CLASS IFICATION) DCP STATUS/POSITION

DCP

CATEGORY

8017 CRVi)'Control Power
Separation

Control power from twu redundant
safety-related sources may be. brought
together in one electrical control
transfer s~itch.

ER/A Proposed modifications sent to IDYP. (4)
The bus transfer switch does not
comply with single failure criteria
and will be replaced by two separate
switches.
IDYP concurs with DCP proposed modi-
fication; closure pending 'field
verification.

8018 qualification of FCV 37 and
FCY 38

8019 Equipment for AFM Pumps in
Same Fire lone

Concern that certain components
(FCV 37 and 38) were not classified
as Class 1E and therefore are not
capable of isolating a line break in
AFM turbine steam supply line.

Control circuit for FCY 95 is located
in the same fire zone as the motor
driven AFM pumps. Thus, a fire could
adversely affect all three AFM pumps.

Comp leted
(Closed Item)

Completed
(Closed Item)

Base on DCP analysis, the current
classif ication of AFM system valves
FCV 37 and 38 is appropriate.

Reviewed all Safe shutdown circuit
routings for FCY 95. None is
routed through fire zone 302.
Conduit K8317 was checked to verify
it contains no safe shutdown
circuits.

(2)

8020 Fire Protection/Separation CRYP mutually redundant circuits could OIR

CRYP System be affected by a single fire.
CRYP system power and control
circuits are adequately separated or
protected so that no single fire in
a fire zone could prevent safe shut-
down.

8021 Fire Protection/Separation
AFM System

A field inspection of power/control
circuit routings associated with the
AFM system identif led discrepancies
between as-built information for fire
protection revie~ (SIFPR). Adequate
separation of power/control circuits
for the redundant trains of the AFM

system may not be provided.

ER/AB AFM system power and control
circuits are adequately separated
or protected so that no single
fire in a fire zone could prevent
safe shutdown.
The DCP believes this issue should
no e c ass e as an error.
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TABLE 3. 1 (Continued)

EOI
NUNER 'ITLE
8022 Sizing of 4kY Circuit

Breakers

SU%ART DESCRIPTION

Short circuits of the 4.1GLY safety-
related systems are higher than the-
ratings of circuit breakers on swtich-
gear buses F,G, and H. according to
SIKC calculation based on FSAR infor-
mation for loads and transformer tap
settings. A short circuit failure of
a circuit breaker could damage the
switchgear and render it incapable of
performing its function.

IDYP STATUS

(CLASS IF ICAT ION)

PER/C

DCP

OCP STATUS/POSITION CATEGORY

The DCP believes that the.4kV switch- (1)
gear is capable of interrupting the
available short circuit current.
Test data shows that these breakers
are capable of interrupting
significantly more than worst case
current available.
The DCP believes this Issuh should
no e c ass e as an error.

concul 5 M eso u ion;
closure pending TES concurrence.

8023 480Y Under-Voltage After
LOCA

8024 480Y Under-Voltage for
Normal Operation

SMEC calculations show that after a
LOCA and automatic transfer to the
230kY startup source, steady-state .

voltage at the terminals of 440V and
480Y safety-related motors will be
less than 90$ of rated motor voltage,
a violation of HEN Standard IG-I ~

SlKC calculations show that under
certain conditions starting large
motors may cause drop out of 480V
motor starter contacts.

PPRR/OEY

PPRR/DEY

arith appropriate assumptions,
optimized tr'ansformer tap settings,
volages at the terminals of 460Y motors
and motors and 480Y saFety-related
buses are acceptable, in accordance
with NEN Standard %-).
Transformer tap settings will be
adjusted.
SIKC concurs with OCP resolution;
closure pending TES concurrence.

Mith appropriate assumptions,
loading data, and optimized taps,
the voltages are within acceptable
limits when any large motor is
started and full (normal) load is
supplied from 230V source.
Transformer tap settings will be
adjusted.
SlKC concurs with OCP resolution,
closure pending TES concurrence.

(2)

(2)
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TABLE 3. I (Cont)nued)

EOI IDYP STATUS

NUHOER ~ TITLE SUN)ART DESCRIPTION (CLASS IF ICATION) DCP STATUS/POSITION
DCP

CATEGORY

802b 4kV and 480Y Under-Voltage
After LOCA

8026 480Y Under-Voltage for Full
Load

8027 AF)) Steam Trap Design Change

8028 HELD Effects on AFN Pump
Notors

8029 HELB Effects on AFHS PT-434
and Pumps

SNEC calculations show that automat)c
transfer of all the 4 kY actors to the
230 kY startup source after a LOCA may
result in a low voltage condition at
the terminals of 4 kY and 460 Y safety-
related motors.

Dur)ny normal. steady-state. full-load
operation, with 230 kV supplying power
to station auxiliaries, voltages at the
460 Y motor terminals w)11 be below the
m)n)mum specified by NEHA Standard %-I.

A design change to add an additional
steam trap was issued, but field
piping installation does not incorporate
this change. The concern is that
required safety-related modifications
were nut made in the field.

A postulated HELC in steau line 760,
plus a postulated single failure,
could result in the loss of the AFN

system. This event does not meet the
licensing coaw)ttment of mainta)ning
minimum system redundancy.

A postulated HELC in steam line 760
could affect PT-434. This event plus
a postulated single fa) lure could
cause loss of the AFM System.

PPRR/DEY

PPRR/OEY

Completed
(Closed Item)

Comp leted
(Dev)at)on)

Completed
(Dev)at)on)

After a LOCA, all 4kV motors will
be sequentially started when trans-
ferred to the 230kV source. The
voltages then are within .acceptable
1)mits.
Transformer tap settings w)11 be
adjusted.
Operating procedures w)11 be changed.
SlKC concurs with DCP resolution,
closure pending TES concurrence

During norma1, steady-state, full
load operation, station service load
will be supplied from unit aux)1)ary
transformers and not from 230kV sources.
However, when'full load is supplied by
230V sources, voltage are within limits
as specified by NE))A Standard 16-1.
Transformer tap settings w)11 be changed.
SMEC concurs with DCP resolution;
closure pending TES concurrence.

Start-up testing indicated steam
trap not required.
Installation in field is correct.
System drawing changed to reflect
existing condition.

The OCP believes that no design
basis breaks or cracks need to be
postulated on 1)ne 760.
Inconsistency in FSAR w)11 be
corrected.

The DCP believes that no design
basis breaks or cracks need to be
postulated on line 760.
Inconsistency in FSAR w)11 be
corrected.

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)
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TABLE 3.1 (Continued)

EOI
NU)%IE TITLE SUWLRV DESCRIPTION

IOVP STATUS

(CLASSIF ICATION) DCP STATUS/POSITION
OCP

CATEGORY

8030 HELB Effects on AFMS PT-434 A postulated HELC in steam line 760

and Puces could affect PT-433. This event plus
a postulated single failure could
cause loss of the AFM System.

Completed
(Deviation)

The DCP believes that no design
breaks or cracks need to be

ostulated on line 760.
nconsistency in FSAR will.be

corrected.

8031 HELB Effects on AR5 LCV
113 and LCV I15

8032 AFM Level Control Yalves
Loss on Control at Hot
Shutdown Panel

A postulated HELC in line 594 could
affect LCV 113 and LCV 115. This
event plus a postulated single failure
could cause loss of the AFM System.

The ability to isolate control room
circuitry for AFM level control valves
LCV 110, 111, 113 and 115 from the hot
shutdown panel subsequent tu transfer
of contru1 to 'local't the hot shut-
down panel is subject to loss by a

control room fire.

Completed
(Closed I tern)

ER/C

Components are not adversely
affected by pipe crack.
FSAR will be changed.

Nodifications will be made to
wiring of control switch for valves
in question to achieve the circuit
.independence per licensing coavait-
ment.
IOVP concurs with DCP proposed modi-

ficationn;

closure pending field
ver ification.

(3)

8033 HELB Stew Generator Hodel Nonconservative method may have been
Nonconservative Hethods used by NSC to model the steaw gener-

ator for calculation of the mass and
energy release data.

Completed
(ER/C )

The DCP believes that the modeling
techniques used are in accordance
with licensing requirewnts.
The effect of the nonservative
method is not significant, and
therefore this issue should not be
c ass e as an rror.

o ne w

8034 HELB P/T Analysis-..
Compartment Hodeling

The method used by NSC to calculate the
pressure and temperature transients in
area GE did not consider the effects of
adjacent compartuents. This may have
resulted in the calculation of an
equilibrium temperature and peak
pressure that were too Iow.

Completed
(ER/C)

The DCP believes that the effect
of modeling basis used by NSC does
not have a significant affect on
analysis results and, therefore,
this issue should not be classified
as an error.
Zoaibine<Wth 8001.
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TABLE 3. 1 (Continued)

EOI
NONE R a TITLE SUSNRY DESCRIPTION

IDVP STATUS
(CLASS IF ICATION) DCP STATUS/POSITION

DCP

CATEGORY

8035 Smoke Detectors in CRYP Smoke detectors were not located in
Intake Ducts the CRYP ventilation intake duct as

coca> 1 tted.

ER/C Smoke detectors are being installed. (3)
DCP believes this issue does not
address a serious safety concern.
Since the response to smoke requires
manual action, omission of .added
detectors did not extend operator
response time to smoke coming from
outside the control room. .The
operators can stop the intrusion of
smoke before significant accumulation
occul 5 ~

IDYP concurs with proposed DCP modi-

ficationn;

closure pending field
verification.

8036 Hydrogen L ine Enclosure Two valve covers were missing and loose
in the hydrogen line guard pipe. Thus,
hydrogen could escape into fire zone
3-I)-1 (turbine-driven AFM pump room),
creating an explosion hazard.

Corp1eted
(Deviation)

System was not yet filled with HZ.
Filling operations require valve
adjustments.
All covers will be replaced and
checked prior to system being put
into service.

8037 Gap in Fire Barr ier Duper

8038 Fire Zones 3+2 Cmnic-
ation Mith Fire Zone 3-R

A daper located in the noncombustible
barrier separating the motor-driven
AFM pumps had gaps of 5/16 in. at each
end of each danger blade when in the
c losed pos It ion.

The ceilings of the motor-driven AFM

pump rooms contain large openings which
may allow fire propagation between
zones.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Completed
(Deviation)

Daaper meets the criteria as a
noncombustible barrier.

Confirmatory evaluation performed
indicating that a fire will not
propagate.
The DCP believes that this concern
was addressed in the initial Pro-
ject fire protection analysis.
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TABLE 3. 1 (Continued)

EOI
NNSER TITLE SU%ART DESCRIPTION

IDVP STATUS
(CLASS IFICAT ION) DCP STATUS/POSITION

DCP

CATEGORY

8039 Fire Zones lZ-A,B,C
Coamnication Mith Fire
Zones 13A,B,C

The ceilings of the 4160 V cable
spreading rooms. have large openings
which may allow f ire propagation
bet~eau zones.

Comp le ted
(Deviation)

Confirmatory evaluation performed
indicating that a fire in cable
spreading room and its associated
switchgear room would only affect
a single vital bus.
The DCP believes that this'concern
was addressed in the initial Pro-
ject i'ire protection analy'sis.

8040 Assumptions for Flooding
Analysis

The steam generator water inventory
calculated by NSC used in i'looding
analysis may have been non-
conservative.

Completed
(ER/C),

The DCP believes that the results
of flooding analysis are still con-
servative even considering noncon-
servative steam generator inventory
usede
The DCP believes that this issue
should not be classif ied as an error.

8041 CRYP Power Transfer Switch Two redundant trains are brought
Separation together in one power transfer switch.

PRR/DEV Analysis shows design compiles with
separation and single failure criteria.
SMEC concurs with DCP resolution;
closure pending TES concurrence.

8042 AFl5 and CRYP 120 Yac Source
Separation

8043 AFMS Redundant Power Supply
Separation

8044 AFI5 Cable Splices in
Control Circuits

Backup source cable (gray) is bundled
with normal source cable (orange or
purple) within panels PT11 and PV13.

Redundant safety-related trains may
be brought together in AFM terminal
boxes BTA 308, BTH 110, and BTH 118
without the required separation.

It was stated by SMEC that Rockbestos
cable splice was used in control cir-
cuits for INDIA and IPDI. The splice
is in an area subject to temperature
excursions in the event of a pipe
crack, and no qualif ication inform-
ation about this splice was obtained.

Completed
(Closed Item)

Comp le ted
(Closed I tern)

PPRR/DEV

Analysis sho~s design complies with
separation and single failure
criteria.

Analysis shows design compiles with
separation and single fa)lure
criteria.

Splice identified was not a Rock-
bestos splice and circuits do not
j'rform a safety function.

MS and CRVPS circuits do not
contain other splices which are
subject to pipe break jet environ-
ments.
SMEC concurs with DCP response;
closure pending field verification.
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TABLE 3.1 (Continued)

EOI
- NU%ER TITLE

8045 Diesel Generator
Circuit Separation

8046 CRVP Fans: Power and
Control Circuit Supplies

8048 AFM Hose Station Desi9n
Change

8047 Steam Generator Blowdem
Valve Closure Relay 3AFlP

SUlNARY DESCRIPTION

Diesel generators have a shared port-
ion of starting control circuit which
is powered through solid wire ties to
two redundant Class lE ESF panels.

In some instances, auxiliary devices
for control room pressurization fans
94, 97, 98, 99 are not supplied from
the same or related bus sections as
the fans per criteria set forth in
IEEE 308- I971.

A single failure of relay 3AFQ'ay
prevent the automatic closure of the
above referenced steam generator blow-
down valves upon an automatic start
of any auxiliary feedwater pump.

Safety-related modif ications did not
appear to be implemented per approved
documents.

IDVP STATUS
(CLASS IF ICATION)

Comp le ted
(Closed Item)

PPRR/DEV

OIR

Coeyl eted
(Closed Item)

DCP STATUS/POS]TION

Separation of the two power sources
is not required since they do not
supply mutual ly redundant systems.
Single failure analysis performed.

Nodification to address con'cern was
previously made by the Project.
The design satisfies the provisions
of IEEE 308-1971.
SNEC concurs with DCP resolution;
closure pending TES review.

Single failure of relay does not
prevent automatic closure of steam
enerator blowdown valves.
lowdown valves will be closed by

other safety grade relays in the
solid-state protection system.

Safety-related modifications were
installed per approved documents.
Drawing has been revised to reflect
as-built conditions.

DCP

CATEGORY

8049 AFM System - Pipe Break in
Line 594

A postulated longitudinal pipe break
at node 1800 on line 594 could damage
conduit KK 792 resulting in loss
of power to components required to
provide AFM flow.

Cosy Ieted
(C losed I tern)

Conduit KK 792 can withstand the jet (2)
effects (temperature and impingement
pressure) resulting from postulated
break.
Licensing document change being made
to indicate proper temperature
calcu Iat ion meth odo Iogy.
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TABLE 3.1 (Continued)

EOI
KU%ER TITLE SUIVIARV DESCRIPT ION

IUVP STATUS
(CLASSIF ICATION) OCP STATUS/POSITIOK

DCP

CATEGORY

8050 CRVP System Hoderate Energy CRYP equipment required tu operate
Li»e BreaLs during safe shutdown was not identi-

fied in the HELD a»alysis.

PPRR/DEY For HELB. offsite power is not lost (1)
and plant can be shutdown using
normal methods.
Redundant train of CRVP System will
be available.
If necessary, the plant can be shut-
down from the hot shutdown panel.
SMEC concurs with DCP resu1ution;
closure pending TES concurrence.

8051 AFM Systew - PT-437
C lass ification

A pressure transmitter on the dis-
charge of the turbine driven auxiliary
feed pump was identified as essential
equipment in licensing documents but
is not powered from safety-related
sources.

Comp 1 eted
(Deviation)

Pressure transmitter (PT-432) is not (2)
safety-related. Instrument is un-
necessar ily included in FSAR HELD

ana 1ys is.
FSAR will be annotated to show that
PT-432 is not'safety-related.

8052 AFM Systew Class 1E A flow transmitter (FT 78) and a flow
E»vironmnta1 Ilualification control valve (FCY 95) may not be

qualified for the postulated severe
environment where they are installed.

Completed
(Dev ia t ion)

Environmental qual ifications are re- (1)
quired for the devices in question,
i.e., auxiliary feedwater flow trans-
mitters and the steam suPPly valve
for the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump. These devices were
addressed in PGandE's Environmental
gualif ication Report.

8053 CRYP Systew Radiation
Hunitors Classification

Radiation monitors RE51,52,53,54 were
incorrectly identif ied as instrument
Class II on instrument schematic
drawing.

Completed - Instrument schematic drawing has
(Deviation) been corrected to indicate that

monitors are Class IE.

8054 AFM System Cable:Coding
and Separation

Safety-related control cable may not
be color coded or separated in accord-
ance with licensing commitments.

PPRR/DEY System circuits conform to
separation criteria and color coding
cemitments as specified in FSAR.
SMEC concurs with DCP resolution,
closure pending TES concurrence.
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TABLE 3. I (Cunt)nued)

EQI
HU%ER TITLE SUWARY DESCRIPTION

IDVP STATUS
(CLASS IF ICATION) DCP STATUS/POSITIOH

DCP

CATEGORY

8055 AFM Pump D)scharge PI-52A, Safety-related pressure )ndicators
53A Separation on the ma)n control board do not have

the minimum separation committed to
in 1)cens)ng documents.

8056 CRVP System - Equipment Appendix E of HUREG 0588 required all
qua I)feat) on Class 1E equipment to be identified

as part of the env)runmental qual)f-
)eat)on procedure. Portions of the
CRVP system were oaitted from PGandE's
Env ironmenta1 qua I 1 fication Report.

PER/C

Completed
(Closed I tern)

Low energy level signal (instrument (2)
loops) connections to indicating
recorders and instruments that must
be funct)onally grouped to enhance
operator comprehension may have less
than 5 inches separation.

'SARw) ll be mod)f)ed.
SMEC concurs w)th DCP resolution;
closure pending TES concurrence.

The CRYP system design was not
complete at the t)me of Eq Report
subm)ttal.
CRYP system component equipment
qualif)cat)on )s be)ng rev)ewed
based on results of revised HELB
analysis being performed. (See
EOI -8001) .

8057 AFM and CRYP Control Panel
Separation

8058 AFM System LCYs
Env)rorwenta1 Uua1) fication

Certa)n Class lE circuits )n control
panels for the aux)1)ary feedwater
systeM and the control room vent)la-
t)on and pressur)zat)on system, do not
meet s1ngle failure criteria due to
lack of physical separation.

Safety-related level controls (LCV 110,
111, 113, and 115) may not meet 11cens-
ing corn)tments to env)ronmenta1 qual)f-
1cat)on of safety-related controls in a
severe env)ronment, as specified in
IEEE 323 and PGandE's September 1981
response to NUREG 0588.

PER/A

Comleted
(C 1 osed I tern)

Results of Prospect rev)ew indicate (4)
that mod)f)cations w)11 be required
to provide adequate separation for
certain c)rcuits identified by SMEC.
SMEC concurs w)th DCP proposed aod)f-
)eat)ons, closure pending field ver)f-
1cation.

DCP )ust)f)cat)on for interim
operation w)thout qual)f)cat)on
was stated )n E)) Report which
was accepted by NRC.

8059 A%'5 and CRYP Class lE
Circuit Separation

Ident)f ication and separation criteria
coaw)tted to 1n FSAR 8.3.3 for class
lE control w1r)ng may not have been
appl1ed to certa1n panels in the AFM

system.

PRR/OIP Class IE circu)t separation )s
adequate.
Certain conductors of circuits not
required for safe shutdown may, to
)mprove reliab)l)ty, be Class 1E

and color coded.
Statement address)ng this use of
Class lE conductor w)I) be added
to FSAR.

(2)
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TABLE 3. 1 (Continued)

EOI
iiU%ER . TITLE

80b0 AFN Pucy Flow Limitiny
Control

%61 AFN and CRVP Motors Start-
ing Capability of $5
Voltage

8062 AFM Control Valves Maxima
Differential Pressure

SUWARV DESCRIPTION

Inadequate documentation was available
to show that the AFM runout control
system will not interfere with the
delivery of design flow to the steam
generators.

Doc~ntation for certain motors does
not verify motor capability to start
and accelerate to rated speed with
801 rated voltage applied at motor
termina Is.

AFM control valves may not function
under conditions where differential
pressure exceeds that specified in
the valve purchase order.

IDVP STATUS
(CLASSIFICATION)

PER/C

PPRR/DEV

ER/A

DCP STATUS/POSITION

Runout control system pressure reg-
ulator setpoints will be adjusted
such that required flow to the
steam generators is maintained.
Dynamic stability wi 11 be tested
during system startup, and Control
characteristics will be adJusted
as necessary.
SMEC concurs with DCP reso'lution,
closure pending TES concurrence.

All necessary doc~ntation has
been obtained by the Project.
SMEC concurs with DCP resolution,
closure pending TES concurrence.

AFN System valves FCY-37 and FCY-38
are not required to close under
postulated conditions. See EOI 8018.
Gearing in valve operator of FCY-95
is being modified to allow for
proper operation.
IDYP concurs with DCP proposed modi-
fication; closure pending
ver if1 cation.

DCP

CATEGORY

(4)

8063 AFM Pump Overcurrent Relay Overcurrent relay settings for the
calculated motor load current, assum-
ing normal minimum system voltage.

PRR/DEV Project previously initiated design ( 1)
change to revise relay settings for
AFM pumps.
SNEC concurs with DCP resolution;
closure pending field verification.

8064 AFN System Components
(POH 113 and 115)

Failure of non-qualified device may
result in tripping of co«aen circuit
breaker and loss of control power to
the AFN system level control valves.

OIR Analysis of components indicates
that failure will not affect
safety-related AFN system functions.
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4.0 ADDITIONAL VERIFICATION

In order to complete the Phase II verification'program, the IDVP will require

additional verification related to the following five design areas:

(1) Redundancy of power supply for control room ventilation and

pressurization system (CRVPS) (EOI 8012)

(2) Design pressure rating conditions for auxiliary feedwater system

(AF'WS) (EOI 8009, 8010, 8062)

(3) Pressure/temperature analysis for high energy line breaks outside

containment (EOI 8001)

(4) Jet impingement analysis inside containment (EOI 7002)

(5) Circuit separation (EOI 8017, 8057)

The additional verification work, discussed below, will be performed by the

DCP. The DCP work for Items 1-4 will be verified by the IDVP as described in

ITR No. 34 issued in January 1983. The additional verification work for Item

5 will be addressed in the next revision of ITR No. 34.
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4.1 POWER SUPPLIES FOR SHARED SYSTEMS (EOI 8012)

The concern of EOI 8012 is that, assuming Unit 2 power is unavailable,

concurrent with a single failure in the power supply to the CRYP system,

adequate cooling and pressurization for the control room might not be

maintained. Prior to the issuance of this EOI, the DCP identified this

concern in Nonconformance Report NCR-DC1-82-EE-N018, dated Hay 28, 1982.

To address this concern, the CRYP system is being modified so that, without

the availability of the Unit 2 power supply, and assuming a single failure,

the CRYP system will operate as required. With these modifications aII

ventiIation and pressurization panels v<iII be supplied from the tr ansfer

switches, and all ventilation and pressurization panels presently fed from the

shared F buses will be provided with an alternate source from the G buses.

EOI 8012 prompted additional efforts to provide assurance that a similar

situation does not exist in other systems which are shared between Unit I and

Unit 2. This additiona'I effort, which has been completed, consisted of a

review by the DCP of the power supplies to the diesel fuel oil transfer system

(DFOTS). The review demonstrated that for aII required conditions the DFOTS

wiII operate pr operly, without the availability of Unit 2 power supplies. The

task identified all power circuits required for operation of the DFOTS and the

power supply (Unit I and Unit 2 bus) fo} each train. A single failure

analysis was made to demonstrate that the system will perform adequately when

all Unit 2 power sources are unavailable.
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As demonstrated by the additional verification efforts, this condition was an

isolated instance arising from unique circumstances. It arose during the

course of backfitting of the CRVP system to include the pressurization portion

of the system.

Even though modifications are being made to provide redundancy for the power

supplies independent of Unit 2, the safety significance of this finding is

relatively minor. The original design assumed a Unit 2 diesel would be

available to supply power to this system in the event of a complete loss of

off-site power concurrent with a failure of a Unit 1 ESF bus. Considering the

low probability of this series of failures and unavailability occurring at the

same time, the 'likely availability of Unit 2 diesels, and the various

possibilities for operator initiated corrective action, this identified error

is not considered significant to public health and safety.

4.2 SELECTION OF SYSTEM DESIGN CONDITIONS (EOI 8009, 8010, 8062)

These EOIs are concerned with the possibility of exceeding design pressure

limits for certain unique conincidental modes of operation of the Auxiliary

Feedwater System (AFWS). In response, the DCP has recalculated maximum

operating pressures for the various operating modes of the AFWS. The AFWS

piping,

4-3
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valves and fIanges have been evaluated against these conditions and necessary

system modifications have been identified. This includes piping and valve

modifications, changing the gearing of the oper ator for valve FCV95 and

changing the AFNS pump turbine overspeed tr ip setpoint.

To assure that design pressures have been properly determined in other

systems, the DCP is reviewing the operating pressures, temper atures, and valve

differential pressures of all,PGandE design safety related systems.

Calculations are being performed to confirm the acceptability of the design

conditions which have been established considering the various system

operating modes. Piping components (pipe, valves and flanges) and mechanical

equipment (pumps, heat exchangers, etc.) will be verified for their respective

design conditions by reviewing component specifications and purchase

documentation.

The safety significance of the AFllS findings is relatively minor. The

improbable combination of operating conditions that would cause pressure in

excess of the design pressure limits are developed during offnormal operating

modes. In any event, the offnormal conditions are less, than those imposed

during system hydrostatic testing and, therefore, such operating conditions

would not cause a failure of the system pressure boundary.

4 4
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4.3 HIGH ENERGY LINE BREAK (HELB) ANALYSIS OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT (EOI 8001)

This EOI is concerned with the 'applicability of the CONTEMPT computer, code

used by Nuclear Services Corporation (NSC) for calculation of environments

outside containment. The SWEC computer code THREED was run for comparison,

and resulted in a long term equilibrium temperature in the auxiliary building

and the turbine building higher than the results obtained in the NSC

calculation. The lower temperatures calculated by NSC with the CONI'EMPT code

resulted from inappropriate application of the model for vented compartments.

In response, the DCP embarked on a progr am to reanalyze high energy line

breaks in all plant areas outside containment. This reanalysis is based on

field walkdowns and a subcompartment model generated as a result of'he field

walkdown information. The Bechtel FLUD computer code, which appropriately

treats compartment venting, is used for this model.

Although the CONTEMPT code was applied improperly, the safety significance of

this misapplication is minimal. High energy line break analysis involves

"second order" safety issues which have relatively little impact on overall

plant safety. Based on the conservatism in the existing equipment

qualification, redundancy of systems, available operator action, and general

conservatism in the design, this item is not judged to be a significant safety

issue ~

4-5
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4.4 JET IhPINGENENT ANALYSIS INSIDE CONTAINNENT (EOI 7002)

Section 3.6.2 of the FSAR commits to jet impingement analyses resulting from

pipe br eaks inside the containment. EOI 7002 was issued in October 1982

because the DCP could not supply adequate documentation of jet impingement

analyses on components inside containment. Neither the IDVP nor the DCP has

identified indications of inadequate design for protection against jet

impingement.

The DCP has established a program to perform an upgraded analysis for jet

impingement inside containment. The purpose of the DCP jet impingement

analysis is to assure that, following postulated pipe breaks inside

containment, the plant can be placed in a safe shutdown condition, the,

consequences of the accident can be mitigated, and site boundary radiation

limits are not exceeded.

In order to satisfy these requirements, the jet impingement analysis consists

of the following basic activities.

(1) Identification of all high energy breaks inside containment.

(2) Definition of the zone of influence in which postulated jets can

cause damage.

4-6
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(3) Identification of safety related equipment within the zone of

influence.

(4) Performance of safety evaluations to assure that safety related

equipment required to function following the postulated break is

ava i 1 ab 1 e.

Hodifications will be made, if necessary, as a result of the jet impingement

reanalysis. Such modifications if any, are expected to be minor. To date,

most of the reanalysis for components has been completed and no errors have

been found. The safety systems and components inside containment are designed

for the overall pressure and temperature conditions resulting from either a
y

LOCA and/or a main steam line break. These conditions are relatively severe

and often envelope effects of jet impingement for all other breaks . The

containment is designed such that the four reactor coolant loops and

associated safety-related components are laid out in four quadrants and

separated by concrete shield walls. This inherent separation prevents jets

resulting from postulated breaks in the reactor coolant system and connected

systems from impinging on redundant safety systems. Thus, the issue raised by

EOI 7002 is not considered to be of significance to the health and safety of

the public.
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4.5 CIRCUIT SEPARATION (EOIs 8017 and 8057)

These EOIs report the identification of two redundant sources of power brought

together in one electrical control transfer switch (EOI 8017) and certain

Class 1E circuits in the control panels for the AFW system and the CRVP system

which lack required physical separation (EOI 8057). The DCP is responding to

these findings with the replacement of a bus selector switch with two separate

switches, the wrapping of exposed wiring inside panels, and the installation

of isolation devices. In addition, engineering drawings will be revised to

better clarify separation requirements.

The DCP is undertaking additional review efforts to assure that the electrical

separation criteria for the Class 1E circuits for all safety related systems

have been properly considered. The design review includes the identification

of the required circuits connected to all systems required to achieve safe

shutdown or to mitigate the consequences of an accident, a review to determine

proper separation, and actual field inpections to verify that mutually

redundant circuits in panels and enclosures are separated in accordance with

FSAR criteria. Design discrepancies, if any, will be noted and corrected.

The electrical components involved are not likely to fail in a way which

causes loss of mutually redundant circuits. Equipment damage within

enclosures is improbable. The enclosures are designed to protect electrical

equipment against external environmental effects such as fire or water spray,

4-8
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and resistance to seismic effects has been rigorously analyzed. Thus, the

discovery of discrepancies in the separation criteria within the electrical

enclosures is not judged to be, a significant concern with respect to public

health and safety.

4-9
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5.0 DISCUSSION OF DCP OIs

The four open items identified by the DCP which relate to the scope of the

Phase II design verification program are summarized in Table 5.1 and are

addressed below. Resolution for all of these issues have been identified.

5.1 OPEN ITEM NO. 28 - 125V DC SWITCHGEAR BREAKER RATING

The purchase specification for this 125V dc switchgear required breakers with

a 20,000 amp interrupting rating., However, some of the breakers included in
'I

the vendor supplied switchgear were rated at 10,000 amps. Little practical

safety significance is associated with this issue because it is improbable

that these breakers would have been exposed to fault current exceeding the

breaker rating, and because it is very likely that they would satisfactorily

interrupt the maximum available short circuit current. The breakers are being

replaced with breakers rated at 20,000-amps as originally specified.

5.2 OPEN ITEM NO. 30

The issue raised by this open item is the same as that in EOI 8012, discussed

in Section 4. 1.

5-1
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5.3 OPEN ITEN NO 34 - CCW SYSTEH DESIGN

It has been determined that the Component Cooling Water (CCW) System meets the

license commitments with the exception of one small sample cooler. This small

cooler, purchased as part of the TNI backfit program, was purchased as non

Class I while attached via 3/4" connections to a seismic Category I loop of

the CCW system. The cooler has now been qualified to seismic Category I

requirements by analysis. In addition, valves have added to allow isolation

of the cooler from the system during normal operation.

'5.4 OPEN ITEtl NO. 36 - 480V/DC SWITCHGEAR HVAC SYSTEM

t

Since the ventilation system for the switchgear and battery rooms was

designed, additional heat loads have been added to the areas served. A

current heat load computation has shown that the system is unable to keep all

of these areas within the temperature limits at extreme design conditions.

It is likely that the equipment in the switchgear and battery rooms will not

fail during extreme design conditions, but that service life will be reduced.

To insure design-basis operation, new fans are being procured and air flow

increased so that the maximum temperature will be within the equipment

qualification requirements. AI'I safety-related HVAC system heat loads are

being updated, and reviews of the as-built systems are being performed to

confirm their compliance with the design criteria.

5-2
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OPEN

ITEH
NUHBER DESCRIPTION

TABLE 5.1

STATUS OF DCP OPEN ITDlS

STATUS
DESCRIPTION OF RESOLUTION

CONCLUSIVE
STATEHENT

OF RESOLUTION
DCP

CATEGORY

28 Rp electrical design review has
found that incorrect circuit
breakers were supplied for certain
125 VDC circuits; 20,000 amp

interrupting capacity breakers
were specified. However, 10,000
amp breakers were received and
installed.

20,000 any interrupting capacity
breakers were procured and will be
installed.

Six replacement breakers
will be installed that
meet specifications.

(3)

30 During the addition in 1979 of the
control room pressurization system,
the vital electrical power supply
to the redundant control room
heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) system for
each unit was changed. This
change defeated the ability of
the Unit 1 control room HVAC

system to meet the single failure
criteria if Unit 2 were not
operating.

This item is addressed in Section 4. This item is closed on the basis (None)
that the concern reported and
addressed in EOI 8012 is the same
concern as Open Item 30.

34

36

It has been postulated that under
certain assumed failure modes the
CCN system may not meet its
'licensing criteria.

A discrepancy has been identified
between recently compiled heat
loads for the 480V ac and 125V dc
switchgear areas and loads used
in the original design of the
ventilation system serving these
areas.

PGandE has determined that the system
meets the license criteria with the
exception of one small sample cooler.
Certain additional investigations are
being performed to confirm the pressure
boundary integrity judgement and assump-
tions for the components on the non
vital loop, and to investigate certain
system heat load conditions beyond
the FSAR requirements.

The system will be modified so
that the required environmental
conditions will be met.

NRC Reviewing

New fans are being procured
and installed to insure
environmental conditions
neet the design basis.

(2)

(4)

* See Section 3.0 for description
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6.0 SCHEDULE

Consistent with PGandE's established schedule for the Diablo Canyon Project,

the Phase II verification progr am, including additional verification, will be

completed prior to fuel load. In addition, any modifications resulting from

verification of the initial sample, as we'l as any modifications resulting

from additional verification will be completed prior to the step for which

these modifications are required.

0041L/0077P/34
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APPENDIX A

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE REYIEW

B.k ~Bk d

In early September, 1982, PGandE voluntar ily committed to perform a

construction quality assurance (CQA) review for Diablo Canyon. This CQA

program was proposed by PGandE to confirm the adequacy of the construction of

Diablo Canyon, and to further demonstrate PGandE management's ongoing

attention to quality assurance. During the month of September, TES and SWEC

were chosen to manage and conduct the CQA eva'luation, as an adjunct to the

IDVP Phase II program, in accordance with applicable portions of the Phase II

Program Management Plan.

The scope of the review was specifically chosen to include two of the barriers

that prevent radioactivity from reaching the environment. These barriers,

which form part of the defense-in-depth concept, are the primary coolant loop

and the containment structure. The construction contractors that installed,

these barriers were Wismer-Becker Company (W&B) for the primary coolant loop,

and G. F. Atkinson Company (GFA) for the containment structure. The review of

their quality programs and the work they performed forms the scope of the CQA

evaluation.

The program was executed by a SWEC/TES review team of engineers and inspectors

exper ienced in various aspects of nuclear power plant construction quality

assurance and inspection and was led by a senior field quality control

representative.

004'lL/0077P/36
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The quality assurance program review was performed by individuals certified as

auditors by SWEC in accordance with approved procedures and ANSI-N45.2.23.

The construction verification was performed by individuals certified as

Inspectors in the appropriate discipline by SWEC in accordance with approved

procedures and ANSI-N45.2.6.

In addition to the on-site SWEC review team, a Findings Review Committee was

formed to review and guide the on-site review team. This committee was

composed of one TES and four SWEC personnel who were senior individuals with

broad experience in nuclear power plant engineering, quality assurance, and

construction management. They were charged by the program to define criteria

for determining the degree of impact that the review team's potential findings

have on plant adequacy, to review each potential finding for definition and

accuracy, and then assess the impact on the adequacy of the plant.

Work was performed by both on-site and in the home offices of the SWEC/TES

review team. Basic fact gathering and inspections were performed on-site.

Other work was performed both on-site and in the home offices.

As soon as the SWEC review team arrived on-site, they began developing

procedures and selecting some 250 attributes for verification. The

ver ification process was to look for documentary evidence of adherence to

approved procedures and specifications, as well as physical evidence of

conformance with design intent.

A-2
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Fo11owing the review, the committee made a recommendation to TES for

cIassification of the potentia1 findings. Upon review and determination of

significance, TES issued the findings in Open Item Reports (OIRs) and PGandE

commented on these OIRs.

The on-site CgA eva1uation was comp1eted by the SNEC team in mid-November.

There were two site visits by the Findings Review Committee to review the

potential findings and persona11y observe the concerns of the review team.

TES and the Findings Review Committee issued a tota1 of 29 Open Item Reports.

A.2 PGandE Status

PGandE has responded to a11 29 of the Open Item Reports and a'l1 have been

reported comp1ete by the IDVP. The status of the 29 Open Item Reports as of

t1arch 11, 1983 is indicated in Tab'le A-1.

A«3
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TABLE A-1

CONSTRUCTION EQUALITY ASSURANCE STATUS

Number

9001
9002
9003
9004
9005
9006
9007
9008
9009
9010
9011
9012
9013
9014
9015
9016
9017
9018
9019
9020
9021
9022
9023
9024
9025
9026
9027
9028
9029

Response Sent
to Findings
Review Committee

1/10/83
1/10/83
12/8/82
12/8/82
12/8/82
1/21/83
2/17/83
12/8/82
12/8/82
12/8/82
12/8/82
12/8/82
1/10/83
12/8/82
12/8/82
12/8/82
12/8/82
12/8/82
2/11/83
12/8/82
12/8/82
1/10/83
12/8/82
1/10/83
1/10/83
1/10/83
12/8/82
12/8/82,
2/11/83

IDVP
Er ror
Class

C

C

C

C

CLOSED*
C

C

C

CLOSED*
CLOSED*

C

C

C

CLOSED*
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

A**
C

CLOSED*
C

IDVP
Completion
Report
Issued

02/11/83
02/09/83
01/17/83
01/17/83
01/17/83
02/22/83
02/25/83
01/17/83
01/17/83
01/17/83
01/17/83
0 1/17/83
02/22/83
01/17/83
01/17/83
01/17/83
01/17/83
01/17/83
02/25/83
01/17/83
01/17/83
02/10/83
01/17/83
02/22/83
02/09/83
03/09/83
01/17/83
01/17/83
02/25/83

* "Closed" classification, as defined by the IDVP, means concern was

determined to be invalid.

** Subsequently, the Findings Review Committee determined there was no safety

significance to this concern.
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A.3 Summary of C A Review

G. F. Atkinson

The review of G. F. Atkinson work began with an evaluation to determine if the

construction documentation provided evidence that the construction work

correctly incorporated essential design features. To ascertain this, random

sampling of actual construction was performed to ver ify that the facilities

were correctly constructed, and that other construction requirements, as

applicable, were met.

Checklist attributes were developed based on requirements of PGandE

Specification 8831R "Construction of Buildings and Related Structures", and

applicable contractor and subcontractor quality assurance programs in effect

at the time of construction. The checklist items were separated into

different major work categor ies such as reinforcing steel, concrete work,

embedded metal, containment liner, and quality assur ance in the same manner as

these categories appeared in Specification 8831R.

To verify the physical installation, checklist attributes were developed based

on requirements of PGandE Specification 8831R, PGandE and contractor drawings,

and applicable contractor and subcontractor gA programs. GFA "Concrete Lift
Drawings", C-Series for containment, and I-Series for interior containment

concrete, were very detailed and provided much of the criteria used in

developing the physical verification checklist.
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Visua1 inspection of the accessible completed work was then performed to

verify that work was done in accordance with the approved design drawings and

specifications. Items examined included concrete surfaces, construction joint

locations, weld size and location, 'liner erection, and embedment locations.

Based on the checklist for GFA's gA program, 1,880 documents were reviewed

against the appropriate attr ibutes. UnIess otherwise noted on the checklist,

the documents were legible and sufficiently detailed to justify that the work

was performed as required. PGandE'as involved in the quality program as

evidenced by our approvals of NCRs, audits of subcontractors, and corrective

action follow-up.

Based on the checklist attributes for physical verification, 323 items were

visually inspected. All GFA "C" and "I" Series concrete lift drawings used in

the verification'showed evidence of PGandE approval.

The documentation reviewed provides evidence that an effective quality control

program existed and was enforced to assure work was performed in accordance

with the PGandE specifications, GFA's quality assurance program, and the

quality assurance programs of GFA s subcontractors. Deficiencies identified

by the contr actor during the program of work were documented on NCR's and

corrective actions were effectively implemented. PGandE played an active roIe

in the resolution of nonconformances and performed periodic audits of major

subcontractors to assure program adherence.
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The physica'I verification indicated that GFA'nd their subcontractors

performed work as specified and in accordance with their quality programs.

Other than the items identified in the Open Item Reports (EOIs), all work

observed was performed in accordance with the approved drawings and PGandE

Spec ification 883IR.

It is the conclusion of the Findings Review Committee that in the containment

area reviewed, the civil/structural work performed in construction the Diablo

Canyon Power Plant, Unit I is satisfactory. The review team found that

adequate controls and practices were in place to assure the quality of

construction. Further, to the extent reviewed, the as-constructed physical

installation conforms to the requir emens of design drawings and

specifications, and the required inspections were performed and appropriately

documented.

As a result of the verification of the selected samples, and the assessment of

the impact of SWEC's findings, TES, as Program Manager, is of the opinion that

no additional verification is required.

Wismer-Becker

The Wismer-Becker review started with an evaluation to determine if the

construction documentation provided evidence that the construction work

correctly incorporated essential design features. To ascertain this, the

areas of W&B's responsibilities were physically verified for compliance to

PGandE Specification 8752, the WSB QA/QA Manual, and applicable drawings.
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The review concentrated on the work performed by WLB which consisted primarily

of (1) final settings of the major NSSS components (reactor vessel, steam

generators, etc.), and (2) installation of the reactor coolant piping,

pressurizer surge line piping, bottom mounted instrumentation (BNI) tubing,

piping and tubing supports, and reactor vessel flange seal leak detection

tubing. In the process, a total of 3,528 documents were reviewed, and 2,298

items were inspected.

The program evaluation was conducted using a prepared checklist, consisting of

82 attributes, which wer e derived from requirements contained in the following

documents:

1. PGandE Specification 8752, "Installation of the Nuclear Steam

Supply Systems for Units 1 and 2 - Diablo Canyon Site", Hay 3,
I

1972

2. Wismer and Becker QA/QC blanual, June 6, 1973

3. Appl icab le dr awings

Records obtained from the permanent plant file were reviewed, on a random

basis, for objective evidence that requirements were met in a satisfactory

manner. The type of records reviewed included ASIK Section III Cerificates of

Authorization, Certified l1aterial Test Reports (ClTfRs), Code Data Reports,
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Operation Process Sheet Travelers (installation and inspection documentation),

drawings, welding procedures, welder qualification records, weld data sheets,

welding electrode control records, nondestructive examination (NDE)

procedures, personnel qualifications and reports, hydrostatic test procedures

repor ts, audit reports, and nonconformance reports (NCRs).

Checklists were also prepared based on design drawings, specification

requirements, reported as-built conditions, and other appropriate design data

(i.e., flow diagrams), for conducting the physical verification of

construction practices of the following systems:

1. Reactor coolant piping

Z. Pressurizer surge line piping

3. Bottom mounted instrumentation tubing

4. Reactor vessel leak detection line

5. Piping and tubing supports for all of the above

Inspections were performed utilizing prepared checklists consisting of 53

preselected attributes extr acted from specifications, drawings and quality

assurance/quality control procedures.

All accessible welds in systems described above were visually examined to

ver ify that fabrication, examination and documentation were performed to

approved procedures. All insulation was removed for the inspection.
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Each piping system was examined by individual spool and welds. Welds were

visually examined for evidence of undercut, slag, porosity, weld profile, weld

identification, radiographic markers, and welder's sybmol.

In accordance with specification requirements, the contractor's quality

assurance program was submitted to and approved by PGandE. In addition, the

contractor was a holder of the AStlE, Section III, Certification'of

Authorization for installation of nuc'lear piping. The required Code Data

Reports were properly signed and certified'y the Authorized Nuclear Inspector

(ANI). Travelers, specifications, drawings and procedures were approv'ed by

PGandE prior to work being performed; the travelers, which included inspection

and test requirements, were completed as work was performed including the

signoff at designated hold points by the contractor's inspector and the ANI.

Further examples of activities which were found to be in compliance with the

source documents and associated codes and standards are as follows:

'l. Installation operations (setting, shimming, alignment, etc.) of

NSSS major components

2. Cleanliness, and cleaning and flushing operations in accordance

with procedures approved by PGandE

3. gualification of welding procedures and approval by PGandE and

the ANI
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4. Selection of proper welding process (GTAW, StQW)

5. Control of welding electrodes

6. Control of interpass temperatures

7. Reparir of reported weld defects in accordance with procedures

approved by PGandE

8. Approval of NDE procedures and NDE personnel qualifications by

PGandE and the ANI

9. Performance 'of required NDE

10. Performance of audits

11. Control of reported nonconformances, including the approval of

'ispositionsby PGandE

As a result of the r eview of the 3,528 documents, 16 Open Item Reports were

issued to document findings which required resolution. ttost of these items

can be characterized as omissions or an inspection activity which had to be

evaluated to determine its impact on the physical installation.
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With respect to physical installation, it was found that W&B was in compliance

with program requirements for the majority of the attributes that were

verified. The configuration, cleanliness, surface finish of welds, and

overall workmanship was in compliance with drawings and specifications with

some exceptions noted as Open Items. Of the 2,298 items inspected, 9 Open

Item Reports were issued. The items identified primarily demonstrate either a

conf'lict between a drawing requirement and the instal'lation, or apparent field

changes that may not have been properly documented.

The documentation reviewed indicates, that the contractor performed his work in

compliance with PGandE Specification 8752, the approved guality Assurance

Hanual, and applicable drawings.

As a result of the documentation reviewed during this evaluation, and based on

the quality assurance program for construction of the NSSS piping systems and

supports, which was judged to be adequate, the IDVP concluded that the work

met the applicab'le standards for the time of plant construction.

Results of the physical verification indicated that the contractor did comply

with the design criteria of PGandE Specification 8752, applicable drawings,

and their guality Assurance Hanual and, to the extent verified, resulted in

adequate installation of the reactor coolant system.
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The review team conc1uded that, in the areas reviewed, the contro1s and

practices in p1ace during construction were adequate to assure the quality of

construction. Further, to the extent reviewed, the as-constructed physical

insta11ation conforms to the requirements of design drawings and

specifications, and the required inspections were performed and appropriate1y

documented.

As a resu1t of the verification of the se lected samp1es and the assessment of

the impact of SHEC s findings, TES, as Program Manager, is of the opinion that

no additiona1 verification is required.
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A.4 Discri tion of 0 en Item Re orts

A.4.1 llismer 5 Becker

Twenty-five EOI Files were opened for the construction quality assurance

review of the work performed by llismer 5 Becker on NSSS piping at the Diablo

Canyon Power Plant, Unit 1.

I

EOI 9001 was issued because the majority of welds on supports 9, 10, and 11

(PGandE Drawings 443247 and 443248) exhibited incomplete fillet, short weld

length, undercut weld, spatter, arc strikes, slag, and poor workmanship. This

file was reviewed and analyzed with the additional information provided by

PGandE. The Findings Review Committee has recommended and the IDVP concluded

that the fi'le is resolved as an Error Class C (observation) in accordance with

the program plan. No physical modifications were required. An IDVP

Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9002 was issued because the geometry of the welds covering BHI system

supports did not comply with the requirements as shown in PGandE Drawing

443248. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the additional information

provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee has recommended and the

IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation) in

accordance with the program plan. No physical modifications were required.

An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.
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EOI 9003 was issued because the geometry of the welds covering BHI tubing did

not comply with the requirements of Westinghouse Drawing 685J702, and Wismer 8

Becker Weld Procedure 35002. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the

additional information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee has

recommended and the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class

C (observation) in accordance with the program plan. No physical modfications

were required. An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9004 was issued because Certified Material Test Reports (Cl0'R) did not

comply with the requirements specified in Westinghouse Drawing 685J702

Revision 4. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the additional

information provided by PGK. The Findings Review Committee recommended and

the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation)

in accordance with the program plan. No physical modifications were

r equired. An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9005 was issued because welding procedure apparently did not comply with
l

Specification 8752 requirements. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the

additional information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee

recommended and the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as a Program

Resolution Report, Closed Item (invalid), in accordance with the program

plan. No physical modifications were required. An IDVP Completion Report has

been issued.
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EOI 9006 was issued because CtHRs did not comply with Specification 8752

requirements. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the additional

information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee recommended and

the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation)

in accordance with the program plan. No physical modifications were

required. An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9007 was issued because the geometry of the welds covering Bl1I systems did

not comply with the requirements as shown in Westinghouse Drawing W 685J702.

This file was reviewed and analyzed with the additional information provided

by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee recommended and the IDVP concluded

that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation) in accordance with

the program plan. Ho physical modifications were required. An IDVP

Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9009 was issued because weld radiographics apparently did not comply with

the requirements of Westinghouse Drawing 685J702. This file was reviewed and

analyzed with the additional information provided by PGandE. The Findings

Review Committee recommended and the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved

as a Program Resolution Report, Closed Item (inva'lid), in accordance with the

program plan. Ho physical modifications were required. An IDVP Completion

Report has been issued.
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EOI 9010 was issued because records of weld procedures apparently did not show

compliance with the requirements of Specification 8752. This file was

reviewed and analyzed with the additional information provided by PGandE. The

Findings Review Committee recommended and the IDVP concluded that the file is

resolved as a Program Resolution Report, Closed Item (invalid), in accordance

with the program plan. No physical modifications were required. An IDVP

Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9011 was issued because the welding records did not show compliance with

the requirements of Specification 8752. This file was reviewed and analyzed

with the additional information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review

Committee recommended and the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an

Error Class C (observation), in accordance with the program plan. No physical

modification was required. An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9012 was issued because deficiencies were found in the welding procedures

required by Specification 8752. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the

additional information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee

recommended and the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class

C (observation) in accordance with the program plan. No physical

modifications were required. An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9013 was issued because of. various discrepancies between installation and

drawing requirements. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the additional
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information provide by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee recommended and

the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation)

in accordance with the program plan. No physical modifications were required.

An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9014 was issued because of apparent lack of documentation certifying the

halogen content as required by Specification 8752. This file was reviewed and
'

anlayzed with the additional information provided by PGandE. The Findings "

Review Committee recommended and the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved

as a Program Resolution Report, Closed Item (invalid), in accordance with the

program p'lan. No physical modifications were required. An IDVP Completion

Report has been issued.

EOI 9017 was issued because bolt material requirements as per Drawing 438271

were not met. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the additional

information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee recommended and

the IDVP concluded that the fi'le is resolved as an Error Class C (observation)

in accordance with the program plan. No physical modifications were

r equired. An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9018 was issued because the manufacturer's record of welder performance

did not meet ASt1E Section IX requirements. This file was reviewed and

analyzed with the additional information provided by PGandE. The Findings

Review Committee recommended and the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved

as an Error Class C (observation) in accordance with the program plan. No

physical modifications were required. An IDVP Completion Report has been

issued.

0041L/0077P/53
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EOI 9019 was issued because welding procedures did not comply with

Specification 8752 requirements. This file was reviewed with the additional

information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee recommended and

the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation)

in accordance with the program plan. No physical modifications were

required. An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9020 was issued because records of radiographic inspection may be

inaccurate. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the 'additional

information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee recommended and

the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation)

in accordance with the program plan. No physical modifications were

required. An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9022 was issued because voltage/amperage requirements of Weld Procedure

3500-2 were not met. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the'dditional

information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee recommended and
1

the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation)

in accordance with the program plan. No physical modifications were required.

An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.
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EOI 9023 was issued because voltage/amperage requirements of Weld Procedure

3500-1 were not met. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the additional

information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee has recommended

and the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C

(observation) in accordance with the program plan. Ho physical modifications

were required. An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9024 was issued because ferrite readings for welds were not recorded as

required. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the additional information

provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee recommended and the IDVP

concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation) in

accordance with the program plan. Ho physical modifications were required.

An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9025 was issued because drilled holes on one tubing support did not appear

on engineering drawings. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the

additional information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee

recommended and the IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class

C (observation) in accor dance with the program plan. Ho physical modification

were required. An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.
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EOI 9026 was issued because there are no records available of nondestructive

examination performed on the area of removal of some temporary attachments to

reactor coolant system (RCS) piping. This file was reviewed and analyzed with

the additional information proveided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee

initially determined that this file was an Error A (Finding). PGandE has

submitted a Completion Report, and TES issued an Open Item Report requesting

that the Findings Review Committee review the PGandE Completion Report.

Subsequently, the IDVP issued a completion report stating that there is no

safety significance to this OIR and the matter was closed.
N

EOI 9027 was issued because there were no records of nondestructive

examination performed on tube to seal table welds as required by Specification

8752. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the additional information

provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee recommended and the IDVP

concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation) in

accordance with the program plan. Ho physical modifications were required.

An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9028 was issued because weld documentation apparently did not identify the

welder for specific welds as required by Specification 8752. This file was

reviewed and analyzed with the additional information provided by PGandE. The

Findings Review Committee has recommended and the IDVP concluded that the file
is resolved as a Program Resolution Report, Closed Item (invalid), in

accordance with the program plan. Ho physical modifications were required.

An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.
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EOI 2029 was issued because of several instances of arc strikes, weld spatter,

rusting, pitting, overgrinding, and paint spatter on RCS loops and surge

lines. This file was reviewed and analyzed with the additional information

provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee has recommended and the

IDVP concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation) in

accordance with the program plan. No physical modifications were required.

An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

A.A.Z ~GF. Acket

Four EOI Files were opened for the construction quality assurance review of
'he

work performed by Guy F. Atkinson who performed the civil/structural work

on the containment building at the DCPP Vnit I.

EOI 9008 was issued because PGandE Specif'icaton 8831R details requirements on

the exposed concrete surface that the field auditors considered were not met.

This file was revised and analyzed with the additional information provided by

PGandE. The Findings Review Committee has recommended and the IDVP has

concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation) in

accordance with the program plan. Ho physical modifications are required. An

IDVP Completion Report has been issued.
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EOI 9015 was issued because PGandE Specification 8831R details requirements on

the compressive strength of concrete and there was concern these were not met

on some specified early placements as indicated in the Field Reports. This

fi'le was revised and analyzed with the additional information provided by

PGandE. The Findings Review Committee has recommended and the IDVP has

concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation) in

accordance with the program plan. Ho physical modifications are required. An

IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI 9016 was issued because PGandE Specification 8831R prohibits the use of

aluminum grout in the containment structure and the field records showed

otherwise. This file was revised and analyzed with the additional information

provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee has recommended and the

IDVP has concluded that the file is resolved as an Error Class C (observation)

in accordance with the program plan. No physical modifications are r equired.

An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.

EOI File 9021 was issued because PGandE Specification 8831R detailed

requirements on the reactor containment interior walls that the field auditors

considered were not met. The file was revised and analyzed with the

additional information provided by PGandE. The Findings Review Committee has

recommended and the IDVP has concluded that the file is resolved as an Error

Class C (observation) in accordance with the program plan. No physical

modifications are required. An IDVP Completion Report has been issued.
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A.5 Conclusion

The results of the IDVP's CgA program strongly support the adequacy of the

Diablo Canyon construction work. This is substantiated by the fact that

during the cour se of the IDVP's CgA program, they r eviewed over 5, 100

documents and inspected more than 2,600 items. This work led to the opening

of a total of 29 EOI files, all of which have been resolved or closed, as

appropriate, by the IDVP and completion reports have been issued.

Of the 29, the IDVP has concluded that five are resolved as a Closed Item

(i.e., they were invalid), 23 are Error Class C (observation), and 1 is an

Error Class A (finding). It is noteworthy that in resolving these EOI files,
no physical modifications to the plant were required. This provides more than

reasonable assurance that-.PGandE's confidence in the adequacy of the quality

of its construction efforts is well founded.
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